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With a View to the Classical Observations of Mars
By

Masatsugu MINAMI
e should say it is now needful to
re-find a way to make out what the

Mars observations by means of telescopes
from the Earth do imply; that is, we should
seek the way to make the classical observa-

tions very valuable in a modern style. It is
however not easy to put forward the aptest
way to precisely define what the true and
valuable “classical” observations of Mars
should be. On the contrary it is easier to find
what are not to be said “classical” (if it is
classical-like).

Any of true “classical” observations may
be synonymous to the telescopical observa-

tions made by a group of observers who can
make “right” statements on Mars based on
the observations. It should however be re-

marked that unfortunately any classical ob-

server is not necessarily “classical”. Other-

wise there are lots that have been regarded
as the classical-like statements hitherto, but
some assertions were readily denied and
some were refused by further scrutinies.

As an example, we here would like to pick
out again the case treated before, in 1995 in a

W column of CMO (Ref. [1]): This is an example
where a statement made by a classical-like
observer turned out to be false and so it was
not any “classical” statement.

The case was concerned with a statement
given by Patrick MOORE in Ref. [2] in which
he discussed that the major dust obscuration
on the Martian surface might be caused by
the activity of volcanoes on the planet to the
effect that the phenomenon occurred just
when Mars and the Earth made a great ap-

proach near the perihelion of the red planet
under the influence of the Earth: MOORE
was then made to speculate that there oc-

curred the major obscurations only every 15
or 17 years. MOORE went on thus to write in
the following way:

Generally speaking, such dust-storms
do not occur in preceding or following
oppositions; thus there were no major
obscurations in 1941, 1926 or 1958, and
I venture to predict that there will not
be one in 1973 (the bold-italics are
ours).

In the very year of 1973, however, there
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occurred a very vast dust storm on Mars
which started from the area of Solis Lacus, so
that MOORE’s conjecture proved readily col-
lapsed. Probably in his mind such large vol-
canoes as Olympus Mons, which were de-

tected just before in 1971, might have been
imaged, but he must have known that the
size of Mars is not large enough to maintain
the active volcanoes for these several million
years, not to say about 4.6 billion years, and
otherwise Mars is not so tiny to become ac-

tive as a result of tidal heating from friction
generated within its interior; without any big
gravitational matter near Mars. So MOORE’s
speculation has not been classic in any sense.

It is of course permitted for anyone to
make any plausible conjecture on Mars.
However, the reason why the present writer
picked out this anecdote in Ref. [1] was not
simple, but because the story did not end
with the above episode.

In 1980/81, the present writer had occasion
to drop in the so-called world’s largest book-

store called Foyles* near the Tottenham
Court Road station of the London Tube: In
the bookstore he came across a book entitled
“Guide to MARS” whose author was speci-
fied as Patrick MOORE.

*The receipt really says “The World’s Greatest Bookshop
FOYLES, stock of over four million volumes, 119-126 Charing Cross
Road London WC, open 9-6 inc. Sat (Thursday 9-7).”

A copy was bought to make it a present to
Takashi NAKAJIMA, a friend of Mars obser-

vations ever since 1954, whereas there was
still plenty of time to go back to Japan, and
so several pages were skimmed in London.
The present writer was then very surprised
when he found the following passage in
Chapter 5 which treated the main dust storm
in 1971 and also shrewdly the 1973 dust

storm.

It began in mid-September, and was
first photographed by Gregory Roberts,
using the 27-inch refractor at Johannes-

burg. Observers at the Lowell Observa-

tory at Flagstaff reported that it spread
out from an initial streak-like core
around 1500 miles long, and expanded
until by 27 September it covered a
large area touching the eastern edge of
the famous circular feature Hellas. On
28 September I recorded well-marked
dark features in their familiar guise;
then came two cloudy nights from
Selsey observatory, and when I could
observe again, on 1 October, there was
a striking transformation. All I could
see were vague indications of the south
polar cap and a few indefinite shad-

ings. Within a week I had lost even
these, and it was not until the end of
December that anything positive could
be made out once more --- by which
time Mars receded so far from the
Earth that details were by no means
easy to see even without the added dis-

advantage of Martian dust.
This, of course, was the period when

Mariner 9 was in the neighbourhood of
Mars. When it arrived it could do little
more than photograph the top of the
dust-layer, but the tops of some of the
giant volcanoes poked out, which gave
a good idea of the altitude of the layer
itself.

Because the storm was so violent, I
rather expected that another would
occur near the next opposition, that of
1973; and it did. For a long period fol-
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lowing mid-October the disk, as seen
with my 15.5-inch reflector and also with
the Johannesburg 27-inch refractor, was
either blank or virtually so. Yet only a
few days before the onset of the storm,
the surface features had been absolutely
normal in appearance. As so often hap-

pens, the planet was covered in a sur-

prisingly short time----less than a week
(page 79 of Ref. [3]).

Again the bold-faced italics are our own. It
is apparent that the paragraph indicated con-

tradicts a paragraph in the preceding citation
from Ref. [2].

How can we say about this contradiction?
Did this person forget what he issued previ-
ously in 1972? If not, was this person double
tongued or a liar? Or, existed there two per-

sons whose name was equally Patrick
Moore? The titles of the latter Patrick Moore
were written O.B.E., D. Sc. (Hon.), F.R.A.S.
and so quite definite. But as to the former we
have no data.

We should remark that when the former
MOORE wrote about his conjecture, if he was
a well-learnt observer, he could hesitate to
issue such an idea, because there were al-
ready several reports which stated about the
initial stages of the great dust storms (includ-

ing the foregoing 1956 dust storm): It had
been suggested the initial one was made
partly of condensates and looked “whitish“
bright. The second MOORE (1923 - 2012)
could have been aware of some reports of
William Alvin BAUM (1924 - 2012) and oth-

ers. In Ref. [4], W A BAUM wrote impres-

sively: “In September 1971, …, there was no
visible evidence of any unusual activity on Sep-

tember 21st, but early the following morning as
Noachis emerged from the morning terminator, it
was brighter and whiter than any features of the
storm during the days that followed.” It should
here be noted there was the word whiter
which implied that the initial stage was oc-

cupied by a condensate made of water va-

pour.
MOORE’s book is entitled “Guide to

Mars”, but not “Guide to the Mars Observa-

tions”, and in fact there is not found any
guiding principle which may be useful to
Mars observers including beginners.
MOORE’s pages throughout are full of his
own personal discontinuous observations
among the rumour-like descriptions, but they
are not organised with observations made at
other places or other countries. Note that
there is a great difference between what
MOORE wrote and what BAUM wrote about
the beginning of the 1971 dust storm. The
clear cut description of the occurrence of the
initial dust by BAUM is apparently far more
valuable than the duller personal description
of the latter MOORE concerning the initial
stage. The latter did not recognise the impor-

tance of the initial stage: It was (also is) real-
ly very important to observe the occurrence
of the dust break in the morning side.

It should be recalled that the description
by BAUM was not based on the data ob-

tained at Lowell Observatory (the first report
of the appearance of the 1971 dust cloud ar-

rived at the Lowell Observatory from D.
MILON at Harvard on 25 September 1971.
[10]), but the data came from the results of
the International Planetary Patrol (IPP) Pro-

gramme which started in 1969: About the
Programme, see Ref. [5]. The network was
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spanned world-widely by the observatories
at Mauna Kea, Flagstaff, Cerro Tololo
(Northern Chile), Johannesburg, Kavalur
(southern India), Perth (western Australia)
and at Mt Stromlo (eastern Australia). In the
case of around 21st September, the phase
angle ι was already so large as 30° (after op-

position) that it was very preferable to check
the morning terminator since it was quite
inside. At that time, because of the rotations
of Mars and the Earth, the pertinent place
must have been at the Republic Observatory
(formerly Union Observatory) which worked
by the use of a 26.5 inch telescope (possibly
stopped down to 13.25 inches) where the
Blue-light images produced the whiter aspect
of the morning dust.

BAUM must have not been any Mars ob-

server at the eyepiece position, but he was
deeply related with the project of the IPP
programme, and so he could obtain the oc-

currence just like on a bird-eye view.
Here we would like to add incidentally

that he was also known to have cooperated
to investigate the images of the polar caps
obtained from the Lowell plate collection
covering more than 60 years, plus more re-

cent data from the IPP films. And then
BAUM et al found a period where the thaw-

ing of the north polar cap stands still (from
λ=010°Ls to λ=060°Ls): This was a revolu-

tionary finding so that we named later this
aspect of the period of the npc as the Baum
Plateau. See Ref. [7]. A schematic curve of the
npc thawing with the Baum Plateau
refigured by Masami MURAKAMI is found
at page Ser2-1075 of Ref. [8].

The present draft was intended to show
how we can make out the true classical Mars

observations which make use of the terrestri-
al telescopes. That is, we wish to find the
way to make the classical observations valu-

able.
We believe now that apparently the way

taken by the IPP Programme gives one of the
most plausible hints. It aimed at the hour-
to-hour observations around the world, and
its plan looked successful, but unfortunately
by a foolish changeover of the policy of the
Lowell Observatory, the IPP Programme was
stuck in 1976. We of course know the reason
why the IPP Programme was thrown away:
It was because the Martian orbiters and the
surface rovers were considered to take the
place of the classical world-wide observa-

tions, but at least at present (in 2013) we
should say the modern machines are still im-

potent to overcome the traditional observa-

tional methods: Have they succeeded in de-

tecting the hour-to-hour (or 40 minutes-to-40
minutes) changes on Mars? Did they look
down the morning terminator to unearth the
enigmas at the early morning?

Here we should be aware of the differ-

ence between the writing of a person who
made no more than a blank personal state-

ment about the initial stage of the 1971 dust
storm and the writing of BAUM who was
based on the lots of information from the IPP
Programme and could pin down the occur-

rence and its aspect as well as its aftermath.
The information of the former (who might
have been regarded as very learnt) was no
more than a silly brag, while the latter
brought about the precise information which
was obtained by a sole use of the “classical”
means. Even if we compile much up such
closed and personal observations as stated by
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MOORE, there will not be produced any
definite results, and they are regarded as
those by dilettante or layman, and will be
thrown away.

As to the detailed account of the dust
phenomena derived from the IPP data in
1971 and 1973, see Refs. [9], [10], [11] and
some other references therein.

Finally, since Charles F CAPEN (1926
-1986) and Leonard J MARTIN (1930 - 1997)
alluded to the observations in 1956 by Sho-
taro MIYAMOTO (1912 - 1992) who worked
at Kwasan Observatory, Kyoto University in
Refs. [9], [10], [11], we here refer to his first
paper on Mars published in 1957 as [12], in
which he analysed the great “yellow cloud”
in 1956 based on his own visual observations
of the cloud with which he met at 44 of age.
His observations on 20 August, and on 26
August were elaborated and conspicuous,
but he could not deliver further observations
until 23 September because the occurrence
area soon went away at the rear side seen
from his place. In this respect, for example
the observations by W S FINSEN at South
Africa may supplement the MIYAMOTO ob-

servations: FINSEN brought about the im-

ages of the relevant areas on 29, 31 August,
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 September although he could
not encounter the initial scene of the dust
occurrence. In Note Added in Proof of [12],
MIYAMOTO acknowledged the courtesies of
E C SLIPHER (1883-1964) and S L HESS
(1920-1982) for their informational offers.
Thus, even if it is said the “expansion” is
rapid or slow, any one station cannot chase
out the phenomenon within its own permit-
ted time. In 1971, MIYAMOTO [14] also ex-

pected much to see the occurrence (on 22
September), while the area was not visible
from Japan until he just witnessed the tail on
27 September.

As such any method of the classical obser-

vations is not easy to pursue and reveal the
entire picture by an isolated personal effort.
These facts equally suggest that we should be
correlated with other diligent observers
spread around the world at appropriate in-

tervals. This will be at least a clever way to
make shut the outfielders’ mouth who other-

wise might say as if our observations are out
of date or obsolete.
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ISMO 11/12 Mars Note (10)

The Ascræus Cloud in 2012

Masatsugu MINAMI

his Note may overlap with the content of the

article written by Christophe PELLIER as

2011/2012 CMO Note (7): Bright Morning Radiation
Fog inside Tharsis, Ref. [1]

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmomn4/CMO405.pdf

while the present Note is a genuine sequel to the

preceding Note entitled Trend of the Ascræus White

Cloud which reviewed the case in 1997, Ref. [2].

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmomn0/99Note11/index.htm

As to the “Ascræus Cloud”, we already defined

it in CMO #215 (10 April 1999):

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmomn0/97Note16.htm

The motif why we considered the case and gave a

new nomenclature to the cloud was raised by our

visual observations of the Tharsis ridge on 31

March 1997 (λ=098°Ls) at the Fukui City Observa-

tory, though we had known its existence since 1982.

Our successive observations on 31 March 1997 were

recorded in (Mn-464D ~ Mn-473D/1996_1997), and

some of the drawings were cited in Ref. [3]. Fortu-

nately we were later aware that the HST had taken

a clear image set of Mars at ω=094°W on 30 Mar

1997: These images were introduced in CMO #191

and #211:

T

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmo/click/cl08/c8.html
http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmomn0/97Note14.htm

In [2], the cloud was characterised as “a round-
ish white cloud/mist which was seen at the following

outskirts of Ascræus Mons through the valley upto the
preceding area of Olympus Mons.” The longitudinal

position of Ascræus Mons was assumed at Ω=

104°W, while the position of the Ascræus Cloud

was about at Ω=120°W. This cloud is not related

with the southern area of Arsia Mons: It is well

known that Arsia Mons meteorologically behaves

differently from other northern Tharsis volcanoes.

Reference [2] also reports “The valley cloud diur-
nally forms thickly at dawn and is weakened in the

afternoon, and will be taken the place by the evening
orographic cloud covering Ascræus Mons. In 1997 for a

time being this process was observed to repeat every
Martian day.” It also reports “This Ascræus Cloud can

also be identified with the ones observed in the early
1980's. The present writer (Mn)'s drawings made on 18
and 19 April 1982 (λ=114°Ls) by the use of 450×15cm

refractor at Fukui show the phenomenon. The phase
angle was 15° after opposition. The ω=092°W so implied

9:10 LMT when the cloud was conspicuous. The cloud
was visible also at ω=132°W near noon. The drawing on

18 Apr 1982 at ω=092°W is found in CMO #201
p2247.” The URL of the image is given by

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmo/image/mn/201fig7.gif
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In 1997, the Ascræus Cloud is also apparent as

in the above plate:

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmo/image/gqr/m970408.jpg

which shows the images taken by Gianni QUARRA

(GQr) on 8 April 1997 (λ=101°Ls) at =091°W & near.

Furthermore on 18 April 1997 (λ=106°Ls) at

ω=090°W, Don PARKER (DPk) clearly shot the

Ascræus Cloud as its brightest part. The local time

was around 9:20 LMT. See the first image of the

following plate.

Incidentally the drawings of the Ascræus cloud

made by the present writer on 31 March 1977

(λ=098°Ls , δ=14.0", φ=24°N, ι=11°) are partly shown

in Ref. [3]
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To check the trend of the Ascræus Cloud in

1999, see DPk’s successive images at the preceding

page (the first one is from 1997).

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmomn0/99Note11/frame1.files/image003.jpg

This is a re-citation of the image set used in

CMO #232 (25 June 2000) Ref. [2]. The cloud looked

to become weaker after around λ=120°Ls.

According to the description in Ref. [2], “the sec-

ond one of the sequence is on 27 Feb 1999

(λ=103°Ls) at ω=052°W when the apparent diameter

was only 10.2": The image is not sharp enough, but

we may say the cloud is thick (especially in B). The

third image is on 3 Apr 1999 (λ=119°Ls) ω=071°W.

The time was 9:50 LMT, but the cloud is still thick.

Notable however is that the image on 5 May 1999

(λ=134°Ls) at ω=091°W (at 9:30 LMT) shows a less

thick cloud. The observations by DPk on 7 May

1999 (λ=135°Ls) show that at ω=072°W (at 8:00

LMT) the cloud looked still thick, but soon it be-

came rapidly weaker. Finally the image on 10 June

1999 (λ=152°Ls) does not prove the existence of the

Ascræus Cloud at 9:30 LMT.”

The rise and fall depend not only on the sea-

sons, but also on the diurnal procession and maybe

on other conditional elements. Naturally we may

say it must be strongest when it is located near the

morning terminator side and it decays gradually as

the Sun moves higher, but the situation will appear

to be different depending on some reflecting condi-

tions even if the phenomenon itself repeats in the

same way every Martian year.

et us now look for the similar cases in 2012

(planet being at opposition on 3 March 2012),

following the CMO/ISMO Mars Gallery: A tentative

list of data we extracted is shown in the Appendix.

Before opposition, the cloud must have been

weak even if it looked well inside. At the end of

2011, the npc was larger, and so the water vapour

was not enough to constitute the morning cloud

near the equatorial zone. An example of faint aspect

is given by on 19 Feb (λ=073°Ls) at ω=090°W, ι=11°

before opposition by Efrain MORALES (EMr). We

L

here cite his B image on 22 Feb (λ= 074°Ls) at

ω=063°W ι=09°. To see

the aspect after opposi-

tion we may pick out the

B i m a g e b y T o m i o

AKUTSU on 06 Mar

(λ=080°Ls) at ω=082°W ι=03° and another image by

Manos KARDASIS (MKd) on 16 Mar (λ= 084°Ls) at

ω=090°W, ι=11° or on 17

Mar (λ=085°Ls) a t

ω=084°W ι=12° after

opposition where the

cloud was rather faint.

It may look still rather

plain on the images by

Damian PEACH (DPc)

on 18 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at

ω=086°W ι=12° (here

cited) or on 19 Mar

( λ = 0 8 5 ° L s ) a t

ω=069°W ι=13°. On

the very 19 Mar

(λ=086°Ls) at ω=

0 8 1 ° W , 0 8 8 ° W ,

0 9 7 ° W , 1 0 5 ° W ,

111°W, ι=13°, Chris-

tophe PELLIER (CPl)
continued to shoot,

and showed how the cloud varied inside as the Sun

altitude rose. Additive violet 400nm image at ω=

091°W shows how it was like a white core. See the

following site:

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmons/2011/120319/CPl19Mar12.jpg

On 27 Mar (λ=089°Ls) at ω=071°W and 080°W

ι=18°, Don PARKER (DPk) showed that the bright

core is visible near the morning terminator (see the
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B image on 27 Mar

here). Here is also

shown below the case

produced by EMr on 30

Mar.

On 01 Apr (λ=091°Ls,

ι=21°), Freddy WILLEMS

(FWl) observed successive-

ly seven times at ω=087°W,

103°W, 112°W, 122°W, 128°W, 138°W, 146°W and

proved how the core dispersed as time went by. In

the process he also showed that the western flank

of Ascræus Mons became thickly covered by the

noon orographic cloud. See the following site:

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmons/2011/120401/FWl01Apr12.jpg

On 02 Apr (λ=091°Ls,ι=22°) at ω=135°W and

143°W, FWl showed that no more than the

orographic-like cloud was conspicuous.

The orographic cloud of Ascræus Mons was

already apparent on the images on 13 Mar

(λ=083°Ls, ι=09°) at ω=139°W taken by Jaume

CASTELLA (JCt) and at ω=145°W taken by

Jean-Jacques POUPEAU (JPp ) and so on.

At the Japan side, Yukio MORITA (Mo) on 07

Apr (λ=094°Ls) caught the

core at ω=109°W ι=25° ( here

cited), Teruaki KUMAMORI

(Km) on 08 Apr (λ=094°Ls)

showed it at ω=091°W ι=25°,

and on the same day Reiichi

KONNAÏ (Kn) caught the

core at ω=110°W, ι=25° by

visual observation (see one of his drawings on the

rhs).

On the image by Tomio AKUTSU (Ak) on 11 Apr

(λ=095°Ls) at ω=094°W ι=27°, the core is well seen.

However the images of Mo on 12 Apr (λ=096°Ls) at

ω=073°W ι=27° and on 14 Apr (λ=097°Ls) at

ω=054°W ι=28° tell that the morning mist was

largely thick but not particularly at the place of

possible core. Ak’s image

on 14 Apr (λ=097°Ls) at

ω=101°W, also shows the

core looks dull, though

its B-ingredient shows

the core thickly (as here

shown).

Here if we recall the

images in 1997, Gianni

QUARRA (GQr)’s core on 8 Apr 1997 (λ=101°Ls) at

ω=091°W looks much thicker, and also Don

PARKER (DPk)’s image on 18 Apr 1997 (λ=106°Ls)

at ω=090°W shows much denser core. The season

λ=101°Ls or λ=106°Ls in 2012 came in later half of

April and the first half of May and the diameter

became not enough. On the image of MKd on 22

Apr (λ=101°Ls) at ω=097°W, ι=32°, the valley is just

misty. The image by EMr on 02 May (λ=105°Ls) at

ω=117°W, ι=34° may show the core. On Ed

GRAFTON (EGf)’s image on 04 May (λ=106°Ls,

δ=9.7”) at ω=086°W, ι=35°, the place is quite near

the terminator, but not so conspicuous, perhaps

since the phase angle is large.
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Therefore the brightness must depend, not only

on the season and the local Martian time, but also

on the reflection angle of the place from the Sun to

the Earth of the core.

Before closing this Note, we should like to give a

message as a caution that any Red images are use-

less to check and evaluate the water-vapour clouds,

and instead every image set should be accompanied

by the Blue image of Mars.

Appendix: Ascræus Cloud Observed in 2012
28 Jan (λ=063°Ls) at ω=090°W ι=25°: Ak

28 Jan (λ=063°Ls) at ω=090°W ι=25°: SBd
12 Feb (λ=069°Ls) at ω=091°W ι=16°: DPc
19 Feb (λ=073°Ls) at ω=073°W ι=11°: SWk

19 Feb (λ=073°Ls) at ω=090°W ι=11°: EMr
20 Feb (λ=073°Ls) at ω=094°W ι=11°: DPk

21 Feb (λ=073°Ls) at ω=069°W ι=10°: PGr
21 Feb (λ=073°Ls) at ω=083°W ι=10°: FMl

21 Feb (λ=073°Ls) at ω=088°W ι=10°: EMr
22 Feb (λ=074°Ls) at ω=038°W ι=09°: DPk

22 Feb (λ=074°Ls) at ω=063°W ι=09°: EMr
23 Feb (λ=074°Ls) at ω=047°W ι=08°: EMr

26 Feb (λ=076°Ls) at ω=051°W ι=06°: WFl
02 Mar (λ=078°Ls) at ω=047°W ι=03°: FWl
02 Mar (λ=078°Ls) at ω=105°W ι=03°: Ak

03 Mar (λ=078°Ls) at ω=041°W ι=03°: FWl
05 Mar (λ=079°Ls) at ω=076°W ι=03°: Ak

06 Mar (λ=080°Ls) at ω=082°W ι=03°: Ak
08 Mar (λ=081°Ls) at ω=054°W ι=05°: Ak

12 Mar (λ=082°Ls) at ω=128°W ι=08°: PEd
14 Mar (λ=083°Ls) at ω=092°W ι=09°: MKd

15 Mar (λ=084°Ls) at ω=097°W ι=10°: MKd
15 Mar (λ=084°Ls) at ω=118°W ι=10°: CPl

16 Mar (λ=084°Ls) at ω=090°W ι=11°: MKd
17 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=084°W ι=12°: MKd
18 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=080°W ι=12°: DTy

18 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=086°W ι=12°: DPc
18 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=092°W ι=12°: ISp

18 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=097°W ι=12°: MLw
19 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=062°W ι=13°: MKd

19 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=063°W ι=13°: JPp

19 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=069°W ι=13°: DPc
19 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=074°W ι=13°: MLw

19 Mar (λ=085°Ls) at ω=077°W ι=13°: JWr
19 Mar (λ=086°Ls) at ω=081°W ι=13°: CPl

20 Mar (λ=086°Ls) at ω=128°W ι=13°: SKw
20 Mar (λ=086°Ls) at ω=070°W ι=14°: MLw

20 Mar (λ=086°Ls) at ω=083°W ι=14°: SKd
21 Mar (λ=086°Ls) at ω=055°W ι=15°: DPc

22 Mar (λ=086°Ls) at ω=098°W ι=15°: SKw
23 Mar (λ=087°Ls) at ω=119°W ι=15°: EMr

23 Mar (λ=087°Ls) at ω=056°W ι=16°: MLw
24 Mar (λ=087°Ls) at ω=112°W ι=16°: DPk

24 Mar (λ=088°Ls) at ω=035°W ι=17°: SKd
24 Mar (λ=088°Ls) at ω=044°W ι=17°: DPc
24 Mar (λ=088°Ls) at ω=051°W ι=17°: MLw

26 Mar (λ=088°Ls) at ω=056°W ι=17°: SKw
27 Mar (λ=089°Ls) at ω=071°W ι=18°: DPk

28 Mar (λ=089°Ls) at ω=057°W ι=19°: EMr
28 Mar (λ=089°Ls) at ω=090°W ι=19°: FMl

28 Mar (λ=089°Ls) at ω=095°W ι=19°: RHl
30 Mar (λ=090°Ls) at ω=065°W ι=20°: DPk

30 Mar (λ=090°Ls) at ω=070°W ι=20°: EMr
01 Apr (λ=091°Ls) at ω=087°W ι=21°: FWl

02 Apr (λ=091°Ls) at ω=135°W ι=22°: FWl
06 Apr (λ=093°Ls) at ω=113°W ι=24°: Km
07 Apr (λ=094°Ls) at ω=109°W ι=25°: Mo

08 Apr (λ=094°Ls) at ω=091°W ι=25°: Km
08 Apr (λ=094°Ls) at ω=110°W ι=25°: Kn

11 Apr (λ=095°Ls) at ω=094°W ι=27°: Ak
12 Apr (λ=096°Ls) at ω=071°W ι=27°: Is

12 Apr (λ=096°Ls) at ω=073°W ι=27°: Mo
14 Apr (λ=097°Ls) at ω=054°W ι=28°: Mo

14 Apr (λ=097°Ls) at ω=101°W ι=28°: Ak
19 Apr (λ=099°Ls) at ω=108°W ι=31°: MKd

19 Apr (λ=099°Ls) at ω=113°W ι=31°: SGh
19 Apr (λ=099°Ls) at ω=123°W ι=31°: JWr
21 Apr (λ=100°Ls) at ω=111°W, 121°W ι=31°: DPc

21 Apr (λ=100°Ls) at ω=124°W ι=31°: ISp
22 Apr (λ=101°Ls) at ω=097°W ι=32°: MKd

22 Apr (λ=101°Ls) at ω=108°W ι=32°: JWr
23 Apr (λ=101°Ls) at ω=090°W ι=32°: JWr

24 Apr (λ=101°Ls) at ω=078°W ι=32°: DTy
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02 May (λ=105°Ls) at ω=117°W ι=34°: EMr
04 May (λ=106°Ls) at ω=086°W ι=35°: EGf

06 May (λ=107°Ls) at ω=128°W ι=35°: FWl
11 May (λ=109°Ls) at ω=086°W ι=36°: FWl

12 May (λ=109°Ls) at ω=079°W ι=37°: FWl
13 May (λ=110°Ls) at ω=068°W ι=37°: FWl
13 May (λ=110°Ls) at ω=124°W ι=37°: Mo

14 May (λ=110°Ls) at ω=110°W ι=37°: Kn
16 May (λ=111°Ls) at ω=119°W ι=37°: Mo

18 May (λ=112°Ls) at ω=108°W ι=38°: Mo
19 May (λ=113°Ls) at ω=073°W ι=38°: Ak

27 May (λ=116°Ls) at ω=131°W ι=39°: DPc
28 May (λ=117°Ls) at ω=121°W ι=39°: DPc

28 May (λ=117°Ls) at ω=137°W ι=39°: MDc
30 May (λ=118°Ls, δ=8.0”) at ω=110°W ι=39°: DPc,

where Ak is the code of Tomio AKUTSU, SBd of

Stefan BUDA, DPc: Damian PEACH, SWk: Sean

WALKER, EMr: Efrain MORALES, DPk: Don

PARKER, PGr: Peter GORCZYNSKI, FMl: Frank

MELILLO, WFl: Bill FLANAGAN, FWl: Freddy

WILLEM, PEd: Peter EDWARDS, CPl: Christophe

PELLIER, MKd: Manos KARDASIS, DTy: David

TYLER, ISp: Ian SHARP, MLw: Martin LEWIS, JPp:
Jean-Jacques POUPEAU, JWr: Johan WARELL, SKw:

Silvia KOWOLLIK, SKd: Simon KIDD, RHl: Richard

HILL, Km: Teruaki KUMAMORI, Mo: Yukio

MORITA, Kn: Reichi KONNAÏ, Is: Tsutomu

ISHIBASHI, SGh: Sadegh GHOMIZADEH, EGf: Ed

GRAFTON.
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Letters to the Editor

●·····Subject: shot from an angle impossible
Received; 8 February 2013 at 23:17 JST

Dear Dr. Minami, Christophe, all, Attached here

is an image by ESA's MEX VMC on 30 Sept 2012

from an angle we can never get from our planet

showing great spiraling dust/cloud streaks over

NPR. The most conspicuous arm of the spiral seems

to be originated in Hyperboreus Lacus, entered

NPC through Chasma Boreale, then veered south to

across Baltia and north-western Acidalium, all the

way to Nilokeras; the area has often shown distinc-

tive greenish tint in some seasons.

You can access to many more fantastic recent

VMC images:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/esa_marswebcam/sets/

http://www.planetary.org/blogs/emily-lakdawalla/2012/12190

600-mars-express-vmc.html

Best Regards,

○ ····Subject: Re: A bit of help for the #CMO 407
Received; 14 February 2013 at 01:38 JST

Dear Christophe, I am looking forward to reading

(and translating for Japanese readers) your coming

Note! For the reason of the absence of the trailing

effect over Elysium Mons you have mentioned, I
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believe that the “Elysium trailing clouds”are just too

small to be observable from our Earth-based sta-

tions.

I have saved all the downloadable images by the

Mars-orbiting satellites to review the Martian volca-

noes in every season (I am an areovolcanoholic, as

you know). And as far as could be checked through

the MRO MARCI Weekly Weather Reports, it seems

that every larger volcano on Mars shows orographic

trailing clouds in some seasons. Attached are some

MRO MARCI images showing the possible “trailing

effects” over the Elysium volcanoes:

The 2011 ones were about a month after the sea-

sonal first emergence of the orography over the

area, and the 2012 ones were within a month before

the ceasing of the orographic cloud activity over the

Elysium rise―available amount of water vapor

during either period was not so abundant. In the

season with enough amount of water vapor, in the

local late afternoon, the cloud over the small Elysi-

um rise (of course compared to the gigantic Tharsis

bulge!) might develop to be dense and widespread

to obscure individual volcanoes' subtler matters.

Finding trailing Elysium clouds in the CMO

Mars Gallery may be extremely hard; also attached

Don Parker's superb images on 14 March 2012

seems to show some nice-directioned (SE to NW)

elongation, but quite uncertain (still too early in the

local afternoon?). Best Wishes,

○ ····Subject: Re: Your essays
Received; 2 March 2013 at 00:11 JST

Dear Bill, This time I am deeply moved by your

“well-planned program” of stimulation therapy to

encourage our irreplaceable Masatsugu in his failing

health, and to reactivate CMO/ISMO with hosts of

pending problems such as the chronic shortage of

writers/analysts, uncertain successors to the present

editorial board, and etc.,etc.…. You are certainly an

admirable psychiatrist, as well as an exquisite as-

tronomy historian!

I remember your writing in your LtE the other

day that my ARGUS essay might offer a more opti-

mistic assessment of the situation than your ones.

Actually however, I am rather (not quite) pessimis-

tic about the future of CMO/ISMO. CMO is, as you

know well, an unprecedented and probably the last

singular field which had been created some thirty

years ago by Masatsugu MINAMI as an antithesis

of the previous defective observing/analysing sys-

tems of Mars, with which the dream of well-

planned program of classical Mars observation fi-

nally came true, to which visual/digital observers

world over could have been submitting their re-

cords to find their raisons d'etre promptly. It's aston-

ishing (and it feels unstable at the same time/on the

other hand) that the integrity of the Martians'

Shangri-Laish zone have been preserved practically

solely by Masatsugu, an unprecedented and pre-

sumably the final PURE MARTIAN/visual sketcher

on this blue planet. As for your phrase in your

Night Thoughts essay Part One, “Can replacements

even be found?”… Can't at all, I dare say for now.

So, I believe, we have to be confronted with some
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changes in the system of CMO/ISMO in the near

future.

In my future essay I'm going to classify the as-

tronomers (both amateur and professional) consti-

tute the CMO/ISMO according to the motivations of

continuing their observations to seek ways for the

individualistic “loners” to coexist peacefully and

fruitfully as have been proven unimpossible by Dr.

Masatsugu MINAMI. Best Wishes,

Reiichi KONNAÏ (Fukushima, JAPAN)

●·····Subject: FW: Some Mars examples
Received; 9 February 2013 at 05:50 JST

Dear fellow Martians, I have just resumed

contact with Leo Aerts, an old friend who is now

retired after many years and is devoting himself to

astronomy which has always been his passion.

I commend to you his recent CCD work. Note

especially the first one, where on a disk of only

11”.5 many “canali” appear (he is right to use this

term, since the markings look much more like those

on Schiaparelli’s 1878 map than the spiderwebs of

Lowell. This illustrates the paradox, known since

Schiaparelli’s time, that the visibility of the canals is

not merely a function of distance.

The others show very nice comparisons between

images and drawings by Antoniadi and Dollfus.

Best, Bill
-----------------------------------------------------------From: Aerts Leo
Sent: Friday, 08 February 2013 11:12 AM
Subject: Some Mars examples

Hello Bill, Only 3 examples on Mars. As already men-
tioned in my previous email I can forward you the most
interesting results from the past 3 apparitions if you are
interested.
Mars March 7th 2010. The apparent disc was only 11”5

but showed in good seeing conditions many “canali”. It was

the first time that they were so prominent to see. I used my
25 cm f/15 planetary Schmidt Cassegrain (obstruction 25%).

Mars at October 11th 2005. The apparent disc was a “big
19”. I also used the 25 cm f/15 Schmidt Cassegrain telescope.
I was amused to compare it with a wonderful Antoniadi
drawing of 1909.

Mars at the recent apparition : February 27th 2012 at 2h59
UT. The apparent disc was 13”8. I used my C14 at good
seeing conditions and compared it with a Dollfus drawing
of April 10th 1982.

I Photo shopped my result in such a way that it came
out as a black and white result, resembling a drawing. It
seemed to a good idea to compare it with the Dollfus visual
result.

Note : of course it must have been great and much, much
more rewarding to observe those minute Mars details by
eye. Kind regards. Leo AERTS
-----------------------------------------------------------
○ ····Subject: Re: SAHEKI's observations of Tithonius L
Received; 11 February 2013 at 03:32 JST

Dear Masatsugu, Interesting about Saheki--I am

glad you are writing him up. I do remember Aki-

nori NISHITA very well.

I will see about an essay for CMO#4**, but un-

fortunately, Springer is bringing the hammer down

on me to finish a Galaxies book, and so I have

pledged no distractions till I have it done. Best

○ ····Subject: your mars essay
Received; 28 February 2013 at 07:08 JST

Dear Masatsugu, I am glad that my rather hastily

prepared and premature essays, "Night Thoughts on
a Classical Mars Observer," led to such a thoughtful

and insightful response from you. I think your
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points are well made-and it was a pleasure to see

such a succinct reprise of the history of quantum

mechanics. I haven't studied the mathematical for-

malism of it since I was an undergrad in physics

almost four decades ago. (And I note that this year

is the centennial anniversary of the Bohr atom!)

I can only briefly respond your comments, but it

seems to me the important points, which have rare-

ly been considered in this context, include:

1) the fact that we must carefully define what is

meant by a classical Mars observer, that this refers

to something more rigorously defined than just the

old visual telescopic methods and the search for

non-existent details;

2) a planned program of observations, with specif-

ic research projects in mind, in which the Earth-

based observations complement those of the space-

craft needs to be laid out beforehand and carefully

brought to fulfillment by trained and experienced

observers.

This is, I would add, from what has typically

been the method of amateur observers who have

often just thrown together lots of disparate and

somewhat random observations by many inexperi-

enced observers.

***I especially approve of your last paragraph,

about the human brain having no ability to describe

anything that is very unfamiliar. The human eye is

a so-so astronomical instrument (detector), and the

brain was developed through natural selection for

the specific purpose of achieving tasks needed for

survival, searching for and finding food, mating,

fleeing predators. It was not devised for the pur-

pose of analyzing telescopic images of remote plan-

ets and when applied to such a remote-from-

everyday-life purpose, it is bound to be easily led

astray. One sees some of these aspects in which the

eye-brain-hand system, evolved for other purposes,

falls into various default modes in the history of the

canals of Mars, as you suggest. So even in quantum

mechanics, for instance, we still end up most of the

time struggling with a description that is "non-

classical" and goes against "commonsense."

Another value of Earthbased observations is

related to the sheer volume of information that we

are being asked to process from the spacecraft on

Mars (or those exploring other planets, like Cassini

at Saturn). It is impossible for anyone to keep

abreast of all the details, and many specialists are

involved in analyzing such data from the viewpoint

of their special fields. Thus George Rieke, Universi-

ty of Arizona infrared astronomer, who helped to

design the Spitzer space telescope, noted:

"The various fields of space science-space
physics, space biology, microgravity, astronomy,
planetary studies-touch on nearly the entire range
of science. Successful researchers need a high
degree of focus and specialization. Few have any
understanding or appreciation of the activities, as-
pirations, and potential scientific importance of
fields far from their own. That is, the space 'com-
munity Balkanized into groups without a common
language."

That this is so there can be no doubt; perhaps

the "classical" Mars observer you describe is indis-

pensable to our capturing the "Big Picture" in an

age of increasing fragmentation (quantization?).

I hope you will continue to instruct us in to how

we can formulate a "planned program of observations
in which the Earthbased observations complement those
of the spacecraft," but your essay is a very important

start on refining an approach to what is really a key

problem.

I hope that I may infer from the depth of think-

ing - and the length of this essay - that you have

had some upsurge from the more incapacitating

aspects of your health problems.

Let us hear from other members of CMO/ISMO

their views as to these intriguing questions. Best,

Bill SHEEHAN (Willmar, MN)

● ·····Subject: Re: shot from an angle impossible
Received; 10 February 2013 at 21:43 JST

Thank you Reiichi ! In the MGS studies (Wang et

al.) they say that fall begins in the northern hemi-

sphere by great spiral storms above the NPR. Al-

though the season is a bit later here, the storm

should still be active. However, the colour aspect of
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the photo does not help to discriminate dust and

water vapour, as the latter component should al-

ready be important in this season.

The links show very well the development of the

NPH...

In a way or another, maybe later or not, perhaps

we could write a review of this for the CMO ?

Best wishes

○····Subject: A bit of help for the #CMO 407
Received; 10 February 2013 at 21:51 JST

Dear Masatsugu and Reiichi, As I told to

Masatsugu I'm going to write a short note for the

next CMO (and should not for the again next one

due to other commitments), and it will be a review

of the trend of the Elysium cloud, similar to that of

the Tharsis ones.

I'm facing a problem of analysis however: look-

ing closely at images, it is evident that the "trailing

effect" so prominent over Tharsis, is completely ab-

sent over Elysium, and the cloud looks to stay

roundish even at late afternoon hours.

Do you have informations to explain this ?

The Elysium cloud is a bit higher in latitude

than Olympus, so maybe the afternoon cell is not

active, but the difference in latitude is weak. Maybe

some local circulation of winds, but this could be

hard to explain... Best wishes

○ ····Subject: RE: Re: A bit of help for the #CMO 407
Received; 19 February 2013 at 06:02 JST

Dear Reiichi, Many thanks for the inputs. I'm not

making a full answer because I am currently com-

pletely busy but I'm making a reference to your

opinion in the note (your answer does not currently

appear in LtE, it could be a good idea, Masami

please ?).

Masatsugu, the text is complete and only remain

the figures; I must get it all done on 20th feb by the

end of the day, so you would find it in your e-mails

on the morning of the 21st ! Best wishes,

Christophe PELLIER (Nantes, FRANCE)

☆ ☆ ☆

Ten Years Ago (215) ---- CMO #270 (25 March 2003) pp3559~3582 ----

http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmomn3/cmo270/index.htm
The 5th Observation Report treated the work done

from 16 February 2003 to 15 March 2003, during the
period the season was λ=138°Ls to λ=152°Ls, and the
apparent diameter increased from δ=5.7" to δ=6.7".
The tilt went southward from φ=2°N to φ=6°S. The
phase angle was from ι=36° to ι=39°. In March, the
apparent declination became so lowest that the alti-
tude became slow to rise, and furthermore the dawn
came faster and hence the observation time did not
increase. The observers were six from the domestic
area, one from Europe and two from the US. In Japan
the weather as well as the seeing was so poor that
several days existed without observations. The con-
tents were reported in order of days, and the infor-
mation increased as the angular diameter increased.
Seasonally the dark markings were not so conspicu-
ous, while Hellas and the south polar cap looked well
whitish.
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http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmohk/2003repo/05/05.html
2001 Mars CMO Note (#17) was entitled "A Possible Trigger of the 2001 Great Yellow

Cloud – Big X Flare at AR#9393" where the possible relation of the Great dust storm in
2001 with the Solar activity of AR#9393 was suggested. There were picked out several
large X flares and CME (Coronal Mass Ejections) which might have ejected to the space. It
was considered that this kind of activity of the Sun must have been the cause of the early
rise of the 2001 dust cloud. There were shown several linkages to the Solar activity data:
http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmohk/270Note17/index.html

In LtE, cited were several emails from TAN W-L (Singapore), B SHEEHAN (MN), P C
SHERROD (AR), T DOBBINS (OH), S WHITBY (VA), J H ROGERS (the UK), C
HERNANDEZ (FL), W.-Y. LAI (Taiwan), D PARKER (FL), D MOORE (AZ), D PEACH (the
UK) who came home back from Tenerife. Domestically we received from S KIMURA
(Tokyo), Toshio SATO (Tokyo), Y MORITA (Hiroshima), K OKANO (Tokyo), M UMEDA
(Fukui City Museum of Natural History), K OSA (Ishikawa), R TAKANARI† (Toyama). H
ISHADOH (Okinawa), S ITO (Tokyo), T IWASAKI (KitaKyushu), Y YABU (Shiga), T HIKI
(Nagano). Several were concerned with the Meeting in May.

As "Great 2003 Mars Coming (10)", “Grid Disks with Relative Sizes and Phases in
2003. II” was given by A NISHITA, where the grid data were shown from April to July.
http://www.hida.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~cmo/cmohk/coming2003/10.html
The 10th “Shin-Saijiki” by Mk was about the Kamakura Road near him in spring.
Toshiaki HIKI’s TYA #91 dealt with CMO#131 (25 March 1993): Twenty years ago the

planet Mars was going away after the “small” opposition in January, and the angular
diameter was under 10". The season was from λ=040°Ls to 053°Ls so that the npc was
bright. There was a column noted NOTE where it was reported that on 12 Feb 1993
(λ=039°Ls) a bright steak was shot from Elysium to Cebrenia by Yukio MORITA. This
was recorded later as the Morita Phenomenon in1992/93 CMO Note (13) in CMO#140.
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